
At Changefirst we know just how challenging it can be to deliver your 
change projects because we have been helping companies to do  
exactly that for almost 25 years.

But our more recent experiences with clients also tells us the way  
that you are being expected to deliver change is radically changing  
too due to:

•  A truly exponential increase in the pace and volume of change projects

• A wholesale disruption of business models across all industries

•   Senior executive teams hungry for information and insight into  
change process

• A need to deliver increasingly complex initiatives in a scalable way 

That is why we developed RoadMap Pro.

Based on our proven change management methodology, it is a 
completely new, dashboard driven digital transformation toolkit 
for organizations that must deliver their change projects quickly, 
comprehensively and cost-effectively.

Overview
•  Dashboard driven approach to 

delivering your change projects

•  Step-by-step planner and 
visual guide to process

•  Contextual learning as you 
need it  

•  Suite of 9 integrated planning, 
diagnostic and tracking tools

•  Easy for your team to adopt, 
learn and apply

•  Based on our proven PCI® 
approach to deliver change

•  Integrates with your existing 
project management approach

The digital transformation toolkit for driving project 
delivery during disruptive change



Key features of Roadmap Pro

To learn more about RoadMap Pro request a demo via our website www.changefirst.com 
or email us at sales@change rst.com
Changefirst’s PCI® and Roadmap Pro®  are licensed products and are protected by copyright laws. Copyright© Changefirst Limited 2021. All rights reserved.
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How Roadmap Pro works

Contextual learning 
Learning is on-demand and “as you go”, 
apply it at the point of need

Collaborate across teams
Enable your teams to work together 
via shared dashboards

Powerful & integrated tools
Full suite of 9 fully integrated planning, 
diagnostic and tracking tools

Take a global approach
Allows global teams to work together 
quickly and easily

Single dashboard
Roadmap Pro allows your team members  
to manage all of their projects in one place 

Step-by-step planner
Everything you need to build your  
change plan, including a visual guide 
to the entire process

Proven process that integrates
Based on our proven PCI methodology used 
successfully by over 30,000 users across the 
globe, it integrates with PMI and Prince 2

Realtime data on projects
With our diagnostic tools and powerful 
reporting capabilities you can get project 
change data as you need it


